
Jeppesen has over 75 years of experience helping aviators reach their destinations safely and 
efficiently. And once you reach your destination, Jeppesen’s trusted services help improve many 
aspects of planning airport, airfield and passenger terminal operations. From advanced simulation 
and modeling software to terminal capacity planning to our airport and procedure design expertise, 
Jeppesen helps your entire airport run efficiently and meet future challenges head-on.

Jeppesen Airport Consulting serviCes
Transform your airport, airfield and passenger terminal planning operations

A compleTe rAnge of Airfield  
And AirspAce services

Airport infrastructure projects can cost hundreds 
of millions—Jeppesen consultants, and our 
planning and simulation tools help ensure the 
investment is the right size at the right time.

An airport is much more than the various parts 
—terminal buildings or airfield or airspace—that 
comprise it. Today’s airports are complex systems 
where all functions must work together to achieve 
the greatest operational efficiency.

Jeppesen’s consulting team delivers the knowledge, 
skills, and tools to make your airport system 
perform at its peak—now and in the future.

::: Jeppesen consultants have extensive ATC and 
airport management experience and have worked 
successfully on projects around the globe

::: PAX2SIM provides complete capacity  
and resource analysis of your planned  
terminal environment

::: Passenger and baggage simulation provides 
highly detailed 3-D views of your airport 
terminal or baggage handling systems

::: Jeppesen develops, maintains and uses the 
industry-standard Total Airspace and Airport 
Modeler (TAAM) for all airfield and airspace 
simulation analyses, allowing you to visualize 
and analyze the capacity of the adjoining 
airfield and airspace systems

::: Jeppesen’s professional airspace procedure 
designers are certified in multiple international 
locations and are capable of designing the most 
efficient procedures in to and out of your airfield.

By utilizing the experience and tools at our disposal, 
Jeppesen can provide a comprehensive range of 
airport services.

::: Airport ground movement studies—solve 
bottleneck issues before they become a  
major factor

::: Capacity analysis and projections—airside  
and landside

::: Procedure optimization and delay reduction 
analysis—more efficient paths to and from your 
runways can increase capacity and reduce delays

Jeppesen And pAX2sim—YoUr solUTion 
for long-, mid- And sHorT-Term  
cApAciTY plAnning
Jeppesen has joined forces with PAX2SIM, 
combining our decades of airport consulting 
expertise with PAX2SIM’s advanced passenger 
terminal planning software.

Together we can help with all of your capacity 
planning, project validation and optimization needs.

It is important to have visibility into all of your 
project phases and evaluate options to produce 
the best possible passenger experience. Before 
reacting, you must have an accurate forecast 
to better understand what can happen in your 
terminal and to evaluate the best strategies to 
manage change.

::: Impacts after reallocating an airline during 
project extension

::: How to reorganize terminals when splitting 
domestic and international flights

::: Ground handling considerations when  
moving airlines

::: Realistically simulate passenger and baggage 
movement through airport terminal buildings

::: Passenger flow management

::: Airport information system integration

::: Analyze passenger delays and service times

::: Calculate predicted staffing levels

::: Measure airport performance against service 
level agreements

::: Meet new/changing security requirements
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